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Ansrnecr

A number of rules have been proposed to correlate the relative importance of the

several faces of a crystal with thelgeometrical features of the crystal lattice. Chief of these

are the rule of simplest indices, ilravais' rule, and Donnay-Ilarker's rule. The latter has

had considerable success in formulating the relative importance of the faces of a crystal,

but it is completely empirical, as are all the other rules. This paper suggests a rational

basis for the rule. It is shown that if the crystal grows by the accretion of molecular chunks

which are equivalent by an operation with a translation component, then Bravais'rule

can be derived from crude surface energy considerations. These considerations also explain

the stability of crystal faces and predict that crystals should form without faces when they

grow from media of equal surface tension. The same thecry accounts for the known devia-

tions from Bravaist rule by ionic crystals.

INrnooucrtoN

The faces displayed by a crystal represent a boundary between the

crystal and the medium which deposited the crystal' Thus it should be

obvious that the character of the collection of faces displayed by a crystal

is determined by both the crystal and the depositing medium' or' more

generally, by the crystal and its environment.
There is plenty of experimental evidence that the relative sizes of the

several faces of a crystal can be influenced by the environment depositing

the crystal. Buckleyl and Bunn2 have been active in this field and have

provided rival structural explanations for the mechanism of the influence

of impurities in the depositing solution on the variation of crystal habit.

ft is also known that temperature, pressure, and rapidity of growth

(i.e., other aspects of the general environment of growth) produce varia-

tions in crystal habit. While the nature of the external influences other

1 Buckley, Harold E , The influence of Ror" and related ions on the crystalline form

oI sodium chlorate: Zeits. Krist. (A) 75' 15-31 (1930).
2 Bunn, C. W., Adsorption, oriented overgrowth and mixed crystal formation; Proc.

Roy. Soc., l4fA, 567-593 (1933).
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594 M. J, BUERGER

than impurities have not been extensively discussed, it is not difficult to
advance reasonable explanations for them.

rt has also been recognized that the crystar itserf has an influence on
its habit, and, in a crude empirical way, the general characteristics of the
influence are known. Yet those crystallographers interested in this aspect
of morphology have been content with the empirical relation and have
not attempted to give any rational explanation of it. rt is the chief pur-
pose of this paper to suggest such an explanation.

Arrrlrprs ro FonuurarE THE fNlr,uBNcn oF THE Cnysrar,

Perhaps the crudest approximation is the rule that faces with simplest
indices are the best developed and that the importance of the faces de-
creases with increasing complexity of the indices. This approxirnation
dates from Hatiy's times and has even been called the "Law of Haiiy.',
There are other formulations which are essentially equivalent to this
rule. Thus, Barker's Principle oJ simplest Ind.icesa provides that the im-
portant faces of a crystal can be assigned simple indices, and this implies,
in turn, that importance in development of a face is related to the

ously contrary to observation.
A much better approximation was discovered by Bravais.8 Bravais,

rule states that the relative importance (implying both frequency of oc-
currence and area) of the development of the faces of a crystal is in the

s Haiiy, Ren6 Just, Cr.i.statlographie, 2nd ed., vol. 2, p. 155.
a Barker, T. Y., Systematic Crystall,ography (Thomas Murby & Co , London 1930) p. 2

et seq.
5 Goldschmidt, v., i)ber Entwickelung der Krystalrformen: zeits. Kr.i,st.,2g, r-35 and

4rH51 (1897\.
6 Peacock, M. A., calaverite and the law of complication: Ant. r[inerar.,r7r 317-337(re32).
7 Buerger, M. J., The law of complicatjon: Am.. Mineral.,2lt 702_Il4 (1936).
8 Bravais, M. A., Etudes cristallographiques: rour. det'Ecote porytechnique, toz lrssry.
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same order as their reticular density (or, what is the equivalent, in the

same order as their interplanar spacing).
An alternative form of Bravais' rule is attributed to Fedorov. This is

that the habit of a crystal is approximately that of the shape of a cell of

its polar (reciprocal) lattice. This can be easily shown to follow directly

from Bravais' rule, but it is less comprehensive in that it merely gives the

order of development of the three important pinacoidal enclosing forms.

As Bravais'rule came into vogue in America, Goldschmidt's "Law of

Complication,' waned. The protagonists of Bravais' rule enthusiastically

proclaimed it "The Law of Bravais" and gave the impression that it

was a law of nature on the same plane as one of the laws of thermody-

namics. This generality of the "law" was supported by analyses of the

form developments of certain individual crystals favorable to the rule.

That the "Law" of Bravais was not quite as perfect as its proponents

claimed. was suspected as the numerous exceptional crystals turned up.

A much better approximation was then discovered which explained many

of the exceptions. This was announced as a new "law" of nature by

Donnay and Harker,e who pointed out that many more crystals came

into conformity with the requirements of Bravais' rule if "interplanar
spacings" are interpreted to mean not only the spacings of the lattice but

also to include modifications of spacings as required by those space group

operations which contain translation components. This required a recog-

nition of the same extinction conditions that occur in *-ray difiraction

by crystals.
It might be pointed out here that an interesting relation exists between

form development, as required by the Bravais-Donnay-Harker rule, and

the powder photograph of the crystal. The order of importance of the

crystal faces is exactly that of the order of appearance of the correspond-

ing l ines on the powder photograph (proceeding from 0:0 to 0:90o),

provided that no orders of a line other than the first are considered.This

proviso merely takes account of the fact that one form is representedby

one line, since orders of a face have no meaning.

It is important to recognize that the Bravais-Donnay-Harker rule is

strictly empirical and represents an attempt to find something about the

crystal which is related to the comparative development of crystal faces.

It is undesirable to accept the rule as a "law," particularly in view of the

embarrassing history of the designation "law" in connection with crystal

form development. As a generalization it rests on the sum total of the

individual cases investigated, and among these there are some serious

e Donnay, J. D. H., and Harker, David. A new law of crystalmorphology extending the

Law of Bravais: Am. Mineral.,22' 446-47 (1937).
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exceptions.l.'11 Furthermore, in the cases which support the rule, there is
not necessarily complete agreement between the relative reticular density
sequence and the order-of-importance sequence. Nevertheless, it must be
recognized that there is a strong tendency for many crystals to conform
in at least a general way to the requirements of the rule. what is the ex-
planation of the agreement?

PlNacoro DnvBropuBNT FoR a Srupr,B Cnysrar

To get a preliminary picture of the possible significance of the Bravais
rule, consider the growth of a simple crystal. The crystal is assumed to be
simple in that,.

(1) the crystal is triclinic,
(2) the crystal is built up of discrete molecules, and
(3) there is one molecule per unit cell.

The growth process consists of the locating of one molecule at each point
of the triclinic lattice. For further simplication, suppose that the molecule
has the shape of the parallelepiped unit cell. Growth then consists of the
addition of blocks to the solid structure.

No assumptions are made about the specific character of the bonding
between molecules in the crystal other than that ionic bonding is tem-
porarily excluded (for reasons which will develop subsequently) and that
the latent bond strength density is, on the average, uniformly distributed
about the surface of the molecule. when a molecule lands on the crystal
surface so as to continue the crystal structure, then the energy of the bond
between molecule and crystal is (to first approximation) proportional to
the area of the surface joining the molecule to the crystal. rf several sites
on the crystal are available to molecules, the preferred site (neglecting
differential thermal effects) is the one with maximum bond strength.
with the simplifying assumptions of this section, this is the site which
offers the greatest area of attachment between crystal and molecule.

Consider, first, the growth process of three pinacoids, which represent,
in simplified form, a series of three planes of different reticular density.
Except when a new layer starts, the general conditions of the three
pinacoids is shown in Fig. 1. New molecules add themserves to each layer
by falling into a corner of the step on the growing surface. The corner on
each of these pinacoids exposes an identical area to a molecule about to
take its place in a corner. This area is the sum of the areas of the three

10 Donnay, J. D. I{., Tunell, G., and Barth, T. F. W., Various modes of attack in
crystallographic investigations: Am. Mineral., f9, 45G458 (1934).

11 Donnay, J. D.H., and Harker, David, A new larv of crystal morphology extending
the law of Bravais: Am. Minerai.,22,463-65 (1937).
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pinacoidal bases of the unit cell and is a measure of the first coordination

of the molecule arriving at the surface. It is easily demonstrated that a

molecule landing on any growing rational plane whatever (provided, as

above, that the molecule is not starting a new layer) Iands in a corner of

the same character and achieves a first coordination measured by the

area of the same three pinacoidal bases of the cell. This can be generalized

for molecules of more general shape than that of a unit cell parallelepiped,

Fro. 1 Frc.2

with the result that it can be said that any molecule landing on a rational

plane in such a way as to continue the general growth of that growing

plane, does so in such a way as to achieve a first coordination measured

by half the external surface of the molecule. Thus, in the growth of any

rational plane, there is no difierential in the immediate coordination of

the system crystal-molecule and therefore, from the point of view of the

energy realized by the coordination of the molecule and the plane, no

plane of the crystal has an advantage over any other' Therefore if mole-

cules rain evenly on all surfaces of a crystal, equal volumes might be ex-

pected to be added to each pinacoid (or other plane) in a given time, and

consequently the planes might be expected to advance at an even rate.

But consider the situation as a layer starts: Fig. 2 shows a molecule in

place on each of the three pinacoids of the simple crystal. It is evident

that the surfaces of attachment are the pinacoidal bases of the cell taken

one at a time. Since the volume of the cell is any base times its corre-

sponding interplanar spacing, the area of any base is inversely propor-

Frc. 1
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tional to its spacing. Thus the surfaces of attachment of the first mole-
cules are in the inverse order of the interplanar spacings of the pinacoids
to which they attach themsel')es. The most likely attachment of the
three possible ones is that which has the greatest coordination of attach-
ment, namely the molecule which rests on the pinacoid oI least jnter-
planar spacing. It might thus be expected that the probability of starting
a new layer is highest for the pinacoid of least spacing. Since the bottle-
neck of starting a new layer continually recurs, the pinacoid of least
spacing must be the pinacoid of most rapid growth. It is well known that
the most rapidly growing faces tend to eliminate themselves. Conse-
quently the pinacoid of least spacing tends to be the least well developed.

The reasoning given above evidently accounts for Fedorov's rule,
which, freely interpreted and expressed in the language of the Bravais'
rule, states that a crystal tends to have a habit development such that
the decreasing importance of the pinacoids is in the order of decreasing
spacing.

CoonorwarroN AND Sunraca ENBncy

The simplified analysis just given does not lend itself easily to gen-
eralization, chiefly because coordination other than that due to the im-
mediate coordination is difiicult to evaluate. Fortunately it is easy to
reformulate coordination in terms of surface energy. It should be evident
that surface energy is caused by the lack of saturation of all bonds in the
crystal due to the free surface. The chief contribution to this bond energy
comes from bonds at the surface, and thus from surface coordination, but
secondary coordinations are also involved. Thus, surface energy and
total realized coordination energy across the free surface are comple-
mentary,

Returning, now, to the simple case discussed in the last section, the
situation can be summarized as follows: rf several sites are available to a
molecule, the preferred site is that which permits the molecule to attain
the greatest immediate coordination. Evidently this statement ought to
be corrected so that its last part reads, ,,which permits the molecule to
attain the greatest total coordination." In view of the complementary
nature of realized coordination and surface energy, this can also be stated
in the following terms: If several sites are available to a molecule, the
preferred site is the one for which the molecule achieves the greatest de-
crease in its surface energy. Furthermore, growth is least rapid for the
plane which requires, for the starting of each new layer, the attachment
of a molecule in the position which leads the molecule to retain the most
surface energy (which is the complementary way of saying that the
molecule achieves the least total coordination or least bonding energy).
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SunlacB ENBnov aNo Bnavals' RurB

Bravais' rule is usually stated in such a way as to involve the "im-

portance" of the development of a face. An equivalent, but somewhat

-or. .on,r..rient form of the rule for the present requirements is that the

faces of a crystal have growth velocities in the inverse order of their inter-

planar spacings. If this is true, and if the analysis of the last section is

also true, this implies that the residual surface energies of the attached

molecules which start new layers are in the inverse order of the inter-

planar spacings of the faces to which they are attached. That this is at

ieast roughly correct can be appreciated from Fig. 3, where a crystal is

represented as being made up of parallelepiped cells. (If ellipsoids are

substituted for these parallelepipeds, the following feature still holds.)

It will be observed that the molecules shown shaded, which start the new

Iayers, project above the general levels of the planes by an amount equal

to the interplanar spacing, dftl' When a molecule starts a new layer, it

thus constitutes an excrescence on the layer, the height of which is

roughly a measure of the residual sur{ace energy of the molecule which

starts the new layer.
This analysis is quite crude, but it appears to be essentially correct for

the simple case taken for study. In this case, the Bravais'rule appears to

operate because the residual surface enelgy of the added molecule is a

function of the way the molecule fits into the surface, and this, in turn,

is a function ol d,n*t,
That this crude analysis is essentially correct can be appreciated by

considering the contours of potential in the neighborhood of a location on

599
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a simple crystal surface. rn Fig. 4, the full line AB may be taken to repre-

new layer by adding itself above a a greater drop in energy than does
plane (11). The presence of molecule b thus increases the realized co-
ordihation (or decreases the residual surface energy) of the molecule
which starts a new layer.

TUB Sranrr,rrrr oF F,q.cBs

The crude analysis just given for the differing rates of growth of the
faces of a crystal can also be applied in answering the question as to why
high-index faces do not accept molecules in such a way as to become low-
index faces. For example, Fig. 5 shows a surface witb intercepts 1, 3.

Frc. 5

when the plane grows, molecule o is first added to the surface, tem-
porarily changing the slope of that region of the surface to intercepts 1,
2. why does not another molecule, d, then add itself to the surface next
to a, thus changing the intercepts of the surface to 1, 1, and so on, until
the crystal consists of pinacoids only? rt will be observed, however, that
if both molecules a and d are added to the surface, the surface ex-

F rc .4
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crescence d.ue to o plus d is twice as high as that due to o alone, and hence

molecules added to the surface alier a arrives preferably attach them-

selves at neighboring positions similar to o, such as b and c' Thus, d plane

rejects molecules which attempt to add themselves in positions which

would change the index of the plane to one of less complexity'

A very sililar analysis shows that a plane rejects molecules which at-

attempi to add. themselves in positions which would change the index of

the plane to one of greater complexity. Thus a plane tends to'avoid

variations in its slope because of surface energy barriers' In this- way a

crystal plane, once started, is stable, and maintains its slope, and there-

fore its identity.

Cnvsrers Wrrnour Facns

crystals without faces would be anomalous to some crystallographers,

yet t-hey are not only possible but normal under certain circumstances.

n.o- tir. last section ifis evident that the stability of a face is a function

of surface energy. Furthermore, the very existence of crystal faces de-

pends on surface energy. Therefore, if a crystal is grown in a medium

irro.. surface tension is equal to its own, no faces can develop'

This condition is exactly realized,when,a crystal grows in an aggregate

of identical crystals, as in the case of recrystallization. under such cir-

cumstances, no crystal form development is to be expected, and Harker

and Parkerl2 have shown that the shapes actually assumed by crystals

grov/n by recrystallization tend to be polyhedra bounded by dihedral

ingl.. it tZO; whose orientations are independent of any vectorial

properties of the crystal.
The cond.ition is nearly realized when a close-packed crystal forms from

a melt of the pure metal. In this case, the melt is nearly close-packed' and

the forces on an atom at a metal-melt interface are nearly alike on both

sides, thus causing the interfacial tension to nearly vanish' For this

reason, copper crystals and zinc crystals formed from pure melts have

typically rounded forms. On the other hand, when a metal crl-stal and its

melt d.iffer considerably in density, as in the case of bismuth' then the

interfacial tension between crystal and melt is considerable. under these

circumstances crystals with well-developed faces form from a pure melt'

Tnr DoNNav-H,q.xxBn RulB

In the development given above, it was assumed that the crystal was

characterized, by molecules which were translationally equivalent' The

12Harker, David, and Parker, Earl R., Grain shape and grain growth: Trans' Amer'

Soc.  Met. ,34,  156-195 (1945).
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residual surface energy of the molecule was due to the projection of this
molecule above the general level of the nearly smooth surface. rt is evi-
dent that the same general state of afiairs will hold if the molecules are

consequently the surface energy conditions of molecules added to these
planes are equivalent to those of planes with corresponding submultiple
spacings. These planes tend to eliminate themselves by rapid growth as
compared with other planes. Thus the Donnay-Harker rule also follows
from surface energy considerations.

DpvIarroNs FRoM TrrE Bnavars-DoxNAy-Hanrnn RurB

Notable deviations from the generalized Bravais rure have been found.

certain deviations from Bravais' rule is therefore that the planes of
growth need not always be rational. when this is the case, there is no
need for the habit of a crystal to conform with Bravais, rule.

rn the following sections, some of the causes of deviation from Bravais,
rule are discussed.

De,iations Due to Growth from Ionic solution.-Among the crystals
which do not conform to the Bravais' rule at ar are the class of crystals
which are notably ionic. Since the ionic crystals which have been studied
for conformity with the rule have been srown from solutions which
ionize the solute, it is evident that molecules-cannot possibry be deposited
on the surface of the crystal from such solutions. Rather the solutions
must deposit particles which are of two kinds, namely the two oppositely
charged ions, and these are not equivalent by any symmetry operation of
the crystal. For this reason the excrescences on the surface of the crystal
caused by adding the particle to the surface, as the plane grows, is smaller

. 
B Forexample, see: Taylor, E. D., The morphology of columbite crystals: Am. Mineral,.

25, esp. p. 134 (1940); also Nuffield, E. W., and peaiock, M. A., Studies of mineral sulpho-
salts: VIII, Unia. of Toronto Slu.dies, Geol. Ser., No. 49, 33 (194$.
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than.it would be if the entire motif were added. ft is thus no longer pos-
sible to measure the size of the projection by d,1,104 a.nd consequently the
crystal does not conform to Bravais'rule.

As outlined above, the Bravais rule works because the crystal builds
up by the addition of translationally equivalent units, and this requires
that the new layers added are always rational lattice planes. When the
entire motif is not deposited as a unit, then the crystal cannot be built up
by the addition of layers which are rational planes, for some layers must
be interleaved between rational layers. Such interleaved layers can be
fictitiously described as rational provided a fictitious translation-bearing
operation is assumed between them. This fictitious operation also brings
some positive and negative ions into coincidence with one another.
Therefore, if a subcell is chosen from the lattice which is composed of such
fictitious translations (three which bring positive and negative ions into
coincidence) the crystal comes into fictitious conformity with Bravais'
rule.

Deaiations Due to Growth by Acuetion oJ Molecules Which Are Not
Crystallographically Equioalent.-In discussing the rational basis for
Bravais'rule with Dr. J. D. H. Donnay about four years ago, the writer
pointed out that the form development of superstructures ought to follow
that required by Bravais' rule for the basic structure rather than that re-
quired for the superstructure itself. Dr. Donnay tested this prediction by
studying the form development of orthorhombic low-chalcocite, which
was known to the writer to be related as a superstructure to hexagonal
high-chalcocite.l4 fn a private communication to the writer, Dr. Donnay
reported that the morphology of high-chalcocite did indeed follow that of
the simpler structure upon which it is based.

This general behavior is to be expected on the basis of the theory of
form development presented in this paper..suppose, for example, thdt a
crystal is composed of two kinds of chemically equivalent molecules
which are located in the crystal in non-equivalent sites. Unless a poly-
merization has taken place in the solution from which the crystal is
grown, the growth of the faces of the crystal can be expected to take place
by addition of the individual molecules to the faces. This means that
motif fractions rather than translation-equivalent motifs land on the
crystal faces during growth. Now Bravaist rule can be rationalized along
the lines discussed in this paper only if growth is by motif units which are
equivalent by an operation with a translation component, a feature which
does not obtain in the case under consideration. Consequently Bravais,

r{ Buerger, M. J., and Buerger, N. W., Low-chalcocite and high-chalcodtez Am. llti,n-
eroJ., 29, 55-65 (1944).
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rule cannot be expected to hold in this case. Of course the reason for this
is that the surface energy due to the excrescence can be measured by
d,nm only if the added molecular units are translation-equivalent. When
the unit added is a motif fraction, the excrescence due to the addition of
the molecule is less than it would be if the entire motif were added and its
height follows a different rule. Indeed it follows, at least roughly, the rule
that its height is approximately that which it would be if all molecules
were translation-equivalent, and this is so only if the structure is referred
to the cell and symmetry of the basic structure.

In a rough way, the discussion just given applies to cases where two
chemically non-identical molecules, which do not associate in solution,
add themselves to the surface of a growing crystal. The crystals in these
two cases correspond with d'istorlion structures and substitution structures
respectively in the theory of deriuatitse crystal structures.rE Provided as-
sociation does not take place in the solution, crystals with derivative
structures can be expected to display a form development which deviates
from the Bravais-Donnay-Harker rule in the direction of the habit to be
expected from the basic structure.

Deviations Due to Molecular Asymmetry.-In the rationalization of
Bravaist rule it was assumed that the molecule was at least as sym-
metrical as the cell of the lattice. When this is not so, then it does not

follow that the surface energy of the attached molecule is measurable

simply by d.t a. Thus, in the accretion of polar molecules to the surfaces of
polar crystals, one should not expect the same rate of growth for all faces

of identical spacing. For example, if the crystal lacks a center' one would

not expect the same rate of growth for hkl and hkl, in spite of the fact that

d,nu and d5a7 are identical. The reason, of course, is difierence in surface

energy.
Deaiations Due to l{on-uniJormBond, DensiU.-One of the simplifying

assumptions which were made was that the added molecule has a uniform
distribution of bond density. When this is the case, the coordination
energy rcalized when the molecule adds itself to the crystal is a purely

geometrical function of the manner of attachment of the molecule to the

crystal. If, however, some aspect of the molecule's surface is characterized

by a coricentration of strong bonds, the preferred mode of attachment of

the molecule is no longer a simple function of geometry, but is influenced

by the location and strength of the strong bonds. The coordination energy

realizedwhen the molecule attaches itself is therefore no longer a simple

function of. d,nrt, and it cannot be expected that Bravaist rule will be
strictly obeyed. The deviation from Bravais'rule to be expected in such

i6 Buerger, I\f. J., Derivative crystal structures: J. Chem. Phys., 15, L-16 (1947),
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cases is in the direction of the reduction of importance of faces parallel
to the surface of strong bond concentration in the molecule starting a new
Iayer, and an increase in importance of faces parallel to the surface of
low bond concentration in the molecule starting the new layer.

Vanrarrorq oF HABrr Dun' ro Iupunrrms

It is not the function of this paper to discuss in any detail the influence
of the environment on the form development of the crystal. Nevertheless
it is desirable to draw attention at this point to the fact that the in-
fluence of impurities on form development can be considered from the
viewpoint just adopted for considering the influence of the "normal"
molecules on the habit of their crystal. If impurities are present, then
both the impurity particles (which may be molecules or ions) and normal
molecules may compete for positions of high coordination on the crystal
surfaces. Since impurity and "normal" molecules are different, a site of
high coordination for one particle is not necessarily identical with a site
of high coordination for the other. Nevertheless, realized coordination
energy, or its complement, surface energy, is the feature which governs
the preference of sites in each case. This should be the guiding principle
in seeking to predict which faces have their growths most retarded by
the adsorption of impurity particles.

The influence of the impurity is more complex than that of the normal
particle, however, for the impurity particle may be included as a particle
in a layer being formed. Its efiect on slowing down the growth of the
particular face may not be felt until the next layer is about to cover the
impurity in the first layer. When this occurs, it may be impossible for the
second layer to continue its growth until the foreign particle has been
removed by energy competition and replaced by a normal particle. A new
second layer may fortuitously start elsewhere on the first layer before
this can occur.

CoNcr,usroN

Those who have hitherto interested themselves in the influence of the
crystal on its own form development have followed a purely empirical
course and have arrived at a correlation of form development with lattice
geometry. In this paper there has been an attempt to rationalize these
empirical findings along lines of simple energy considerations.

Such considerations lend rational support to the Bravais' rule and its
generalization. On the other hand, they throw emphasis on another aspect
of crystal growth. Whereas Bravais' rule emphasizes purely the lattice
geometry of the growing crystal, energy considerations make it plain that
emphasis should be focussed on the characteristics of the particles which
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arrive at the crystal surfaces during the growth process. When there is a

simple relation between the characteristics of the arriving particles and

the lattice geometry the whole growth effect can be formulated in terms
of lattice geometry alone. When the arriving particles have character-
istics other than mere geometrical shape to be taken into consideration,
then the habit efiect cannot be made functional upon lattice geometry

only, and deviations can be expected from Bravais'rule.
Thus one of the most fundamental factors in determining crystal

habit is the characteristics of the particles which arrive at the crystal
surfaces, including both their geometry and physics of bonding. When
the particle which would normally be added to the crystal to continue its

structure must compete with "impurity" particles, then the correspond-
ing characteristics of the impurity particles constitute another funda-
mental factor in determining habit. Both lattice geometry and bonding
characteristics of the crystal constitute a third factor. Only in special
cases can all three factors be formulated as a function of lattice geometry
alone.




